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Editorial

Stopping the Carter comeback
former Guyana Foreign Minister Frederick Wills.

EIR can claim some credit for the demise of the Carter
administration back in the elections of 1980. From the

Wills's speech was then given under virtual siege con

moment the abomination known as Jimmy Carter's

ditions. He detailed how IMF loan "conditions" are

presidency was installed in 1977, we exposed it as the

deliberately being used to kill millions in Africa.

tool of the international oligarchy, operating through

The Young apparatus busied itself spreading wild

the Trilateral Commission, to destroy every nation

slanders on campuses, accusing the Schiller Institute,

state in pursuit of the goal of massively cutting the

on whose behalf Dr. Wills was speaking, of being a

world's population.

"Nazi" institution.

These hideously immoral policies were summed up

Why Andy Young and the Carter backers at Coca

in the administration's final policy-document, the

Cola kicked up such a ruckus to block the Schiller

Global 2000 Report, which recommended measures to
reduce world population by 1 billion before the year
2000.

Institute message from reaching students became very
clear on April 17, when Young sponsored a conference
at Atlanta University under the title, "World Hunger:

But, even though President Reagan personally

Local Responses." Under the pretext of discll;ssing "food

abhors the neo-Malthusian philosophy of Global 2000 ,

relief in Africa," Young's office joined with the United

George Shultz's State Department and the Donald Re

Nations-linked Society for International Development,

gan-James Baker III Treasury have gone right ahead to

the University of Georgia, the Southern Center for In

implement the economic and monetary policies that are

ternational Studies, and Atlanta University to persuade

making Global 2000's recommendations come true.

students to accept the systematic murder of millions of

Now, taking advantage of the crumbling of the

Africans.

economy under the mythical Reag� "recovery," the

Speaker after speaker, mostly from the academic

old Carter crowd is trying to steer minorities and stu

world, unfolded the theme that genocide should surely

dents into a mass fascist movement which will actually

be carried out-but Carter-style, under some more ac

back International Monetary Fund genocide in Africa,

ceptable name, such as, "profound social transforma

disguised as "humanitarian aid."

tions," borrowed from Maoist China. One professor

Nor is it surprising to find the United Nations in this

had the gall to suggest that Africa should have to "go

dirty business, since the U.N. bureaucracy, together

through the same process" as did Western Europe three

with the Swiss-based Red Cross/Red Crescent, cur

centuries ago, in the Thirty Years' War.

rently controls all "relief' programs into the drought,

Only the most vile racist could put forward the idea

famine and disease stricken areas, and is using this

that today, when advances in science and technology

power to herd Africans into concentration camps, where

hold out the hope of conquering disease and hunger,

they will all die faster.
Carter's former U.N. ambassador, Andrew Young,
now mayor of Atlanta, Georgia, is taking a point posi

and colonizing outer space, some part of mankind should
be forced to "go through the same process" as one of
history's greatest calamities.

tion in organizing for African genocide. Young hap

Here are two short steps to exorcise the Carter

pens to be a board member of the U.N. Office of Emer

comeback. First, fire George Shultz and sweep all sym

gency Aid for Africa, of which the executive director

pathizers of Global 2000 neo-Malthusian genocide out

is Maurice Strong, one of the world's top advocates of

of the State Department and Treasury. Next, convene

population reduction in the Third World.

the "Indira Gandhi Memorial Summit" of industrialized

On March 27, Young's office intervened, helped

and developing-nation leaders, to replace the IMF with

by the Coca-Cola Corporation and followers of Hitler

a new world monetary system. Developing Africa with

admirer Louis Farrakhan, to try to shut down a forum

the most advanced technologies must be the highest

being given at Morris Brown College in Atlanta, by

agenda item for that summit.
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